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NIMBY Guidelines that worked for Topsfield
-Important to publicize trail committee public forums be it either "friends" or "Selectmen" appointed.
-Keep a list of all meetings, newspaper articles and social media.
-Our experience is that NIMBYs do not acknowledge corrections to their misinformation statements. It is
important to correct misinformation in written form.
-Interview trail abutters to get their concerns. Document this for future rebuttals.
-After many open forums and meeting with the Selectmen the NIMBY’s tried to delay the trail with a
warrant article at town meeting. It was voted down. Then, a few days later, a non-binding referendum at
town vote handily passed.
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• Swampscott – At an open forum the NIMBY lawyer said housing values go
down by 10% as soon as the trail is opened.

*This data is similar to that from Craig Della Penna. From 2005 to 2009.
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NIMBY Stories
1.
2nd
2.
3.

An abutter ~200 ft. from trail worried about peeping tom's looking in a bathroom window on the
floor.

Same abutter loves trails on the Cape and Islands. They go with grandchildren. AT a public forum
they said the trail would be OK in Topsfield if people from town didn't use it.
Same abutters seen on the TLC trail – “too bad it is so short”. See picture.

4.

Another abutter - until their kid's chickens were on the trail and people started buying eggs! They
build steps to access the trail as did several other abutters both NIMBY and supporters.

5.

My husband and I were vocally against the trail. Now that it is built we walk it everyday and it is
"not so bad".

6.

Would not let my girls walk to the school. Trail too dark and overgrown. Not safe. Trail built – “it is
the safest way for them to get to school. Safer that the sidewalks and a more direct route”.

7.
8.

House for sale - sold from sign in back yard.
Many new houses sold because people wanted close trail access and better resale values. NIMBYs
sold their houses faster and closer to their asking price.
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Excerpts from the 2017 Topsfield Open Space and Recreation Survey
We love the proximity of beautiful conservation areas for outdoor recreation- Ipswich River Wildlife
Sanctuary, Willowdale, Greenbelt properties, etc. We also live right on the rail trail and very much value
that path as a place to walk and enjoy nature- for us, the rail trail was a primary selling point of the
house we bought when we moved here 1.5 years ago.
The rail trail, while fought initially, is now the most popular area of town to gather.
Anxious for Topsfield Linear Common Park (Rail Trail) to be completed to Boxford and beyond. It would
be an honor to have the future East Coast Greenway pass through Topsfield as our rail trail is part of the
Maine to Florida Route.
Much of this survey seems to want increased $$ investment by the town. I don't mind investment, but
would like to hear about tradeoffs so that any proposition stays tax neutral. For inspiration- the rail trail.
Sports fields are what is needed in town at this point, we don't need to develop trails that will not be
maintained (the various other groups do an excellent job of that). The Rail Trail has been an incredible
addition to the town.
More sidewalks are needed to connect to our existing fantastic Rail Trail & Schools
I think the rail trail was a great addition to our town.
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